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Curriculum Guide Online Version



F19 Freshman English 13-23 and Reading 1-2



Prepared by: Kerry Daley Ellen Foley Katie Gillies Mary Ellen Guercio Evelyn Lauer Mary Rapp Directors: Sanlida Cheng (West) Roger Stein (North) July 2010



Agreed Upon Elements Progress Monitoring Given that F19 is a Response to Intervention (RtI) tier 2 course, students’ reading and writing progress will be carefully monitored per the attached Progress Monitoring Sequence chart. Technology Expectations Students will receive and be expected to familiarize themselves with Netbooks. Students may use Netbooks to complete in-class writing assignments. Types of Assessments Students will be assessed in reading, writing, vocabulary, and usage throughout each semester using a variety of assessment types (e.g. free response, objective tests, reading logs, etc). In addition, students will take a comprehensive end-of-course assessment at the end of each semester Types of Homework Assignments Students will read the assigned works and complete related assignments. Independent Work Expectations Students will be slowly released to complete reading and writing assignments independently. Grading Procedures Students’ final grades may be determined in one of two ways by the course instructors: students will receive the same combined grade for English and reading or students will receive two separate grades for English and reading. Types of Instructional Strategies Relative to reading, CRISS and other comprehension strategies will be used; relative to writing, the claim, evidence, warrant paradigm will be the guiding principle. When feasible, both the reading and English teachers will co-teach during the 84 minute double period to maximize the expertise of both teachers, as well as the paraprofessional. Group Work Expectations Students will engage in collaborative group activities. Examples of activities may include close reading exercises, group discussion, and peer editing.



Learning Targets July 2010 Over-arching Reading Target I can critically read and derive meaning from a variety of texts. Sub-targets (assessed on end of course assessment) • I can distinguish between fact and opinion. • I can answer factual questions. • I can identify the author’s main idea or purpose. • I can locate supporting details in a passage. • I can make inferences based on the text. • I can determine the meaning of unfamiliar words (that contain stems) through context. • I can identify cause/effect relationships. • I can identify the sequence of events in a passage. • I can identify and define examples of literary terms in a passage. (See literary terms chart.) • I can identify how a passage exemplifies literary themes, archetypes and/ or movements. Process Sub-targets (ongoing assessment in class) • I can break words into parts to determine the pronunciation of unfamiliar words. • I can read with fluency: recognize words automatically and use appropriate phrasing and expression when I read orally. • I can use stem and word knowledge to understand difficult text. • I can set a purpose for reading. • I adjust my reading pace according to my purpose. • I can use my life experience to help me understand new concepts. • I can connect my life experience to the readings. • I can make predictions and confirm or reject them. • I can visualize events in a story. • I can ask relevant questions. • I can monitor my own comprehension and use fix-up strategies. • I can recognize text structure to aid comprehension. Dispositional sub-targets (ongoing assessment in class) • I am willing to develop as a reader. • I choose to read. • I regard myself as a reader. • I am persistent about improving my reading. Over-arching Writing Target I can write for a variety of purposes and audiences, conveying my intended message and meaning. Sub-targets



• • • • • • • • • • •



I can consistently write and recognize complete sentences. I can express a thesis or main idea. I can use supporting details to express a main idea. I can narrate a sequence of events using transition words. I can explain my ideas clearly. I can organize my ideas logically. (paragraph unity and coherence) I can explain the steps in a process. I can summarize a text and comment on it. I can identify a claim. I can identify and write evidence that supports a claim. I can write a Claim-Evidence-Warrant paragraph.



Process Sub-targets (ongoing assessment in class) • I can brainstorm my ideas. • I can organize my thoughts before writing. • I understand that writing is a process. • I can write multiple drafts to improve my writing. • I can develop warrants. Over-arching Usage/Editing Target I can write a variety of sentences and proofread and edit sentences using Standard English conventions. Sub-targets • I can identify parts of speech (e.g. noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction, interjection) (Semester 1 only) • I can identify the subject and predicate of a sentence. (Semester 1 and reintegrated into semester 2) • I can differentiate between pairs of commonly confused words in context and use the correct form in my writing. • I can use English verb tenses correctly (including irregular verbs). (Semester 2) • I can identify independent/dependent clauses and phrases. (Semester 2) • I can distinguish between a phrase and a clause. (Semester 2) • I can correctly use apostrophes. (Semester 2) • I can correct fragments and run-on sentences. (Semester 2) • I can use correct subject/verb agreement. (semester 2) • I can correctly combine and punctuate two sentences. (Semester 2) • I can punctuate sentences correctly using commas (Semester 2) o before for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so when they connect two independent clauses o to separate three or more items in a series o after an introductory expression (word, phrase or dependent clause) or before a comment or question tagged to the end. o when quoting from a text. Literary Terms



Semester 1 *



Semester 2 act



antagonist



alliteration



archetype



allusion



characterization



aside



climax



blank verse



connotation



couplet



denotation



drama



Dialogue



figurative language



fiction



foil



image



foot



Narrator



Iambic pentameter



protagonist



dramatic irony



setting



metaphor



symbol



meter



theme



monologue mood oxymoron personification poetry prologue pun rhyme (end rhyme, internal rhyme) scene simile soliloquy sonnet stanza symbol tone



*Terms from first semester may be assessed also in second semester.



Commonly Confused Words (Taught throughout the year but words with asterisked words are tested in 1st semester)



accept/except



feel/fill



right/write



advise/advice



fourth/forth



than/then



*affect/effect



*have/of



their/there/they’re



all ready/already



here/hear



threw/through



are/our



knew/new



two/too/to



*brake/break



know/no



weather/whether



*choose/chose



lead/led



were/wear/where/we’re



clothes/cloths



loose/lose



who’s/whose



coarse/course



passed/past



woman/women



complement/compliment



personal/personnel



you’re/your



*conscious/conscience



piece/peace



*it’s/its



dessert/desert



principal/principle



do/due



quiet/quite



Sample Learning Progressions



Learning Target I can consistently write complete sentences (with a clear subject and predicate).



↑ Subskill 2: I can write sentences using a complete subject and complete predicate.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I can identify the subject and predicate of a sentence.



↑ Subskill 1: I can use words in their correct parts of speech when I write.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I can define/identify parts of speech in a sentence (noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction, interjection).



Learning Target I can effectively use nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.



↑ Subskill 3: I can use adjectives and adverbs to add details and description to my sentences.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I can define adjective and adverbs and identify them in a sentence.



↑ Subskill 2: I can write sentences using strong, action verbs.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I can define/distinguish between action verb and linking verb. I can identify them in a sentence.



↑ Subskill 1: I can write sentences using specific proper and common nouns.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I can define/distinguish between proper and common nouns. I can identify them in a sentence.



Learning Target I can proofread and self-edit my sentences and writing assignments.



↑ Subskill 3: I can correct capitalization errors in my writing.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I understand that proper nouns and the pronoun “I” are capitalized.



↑ Subskill 2: I can correct punctuation errors in my writing.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I understand that declarative sentences end with a period.



↑ Subskill 1: I can correct spelling errors in my writing.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I can differentiate between pairs of commonly confused words. I know when it’s appropriate to use one form vs. the other.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I understand that sometimes spell-check alone cannot correct my spelling errors.



↑ Enabling Knowledge: I know how to use a dictionary and practice dictionary skills when needed.



F19 Progress Monitoring and Assessment Sequence Month Test/Assessment Notes Aug



Sept



Grammar Diagnostic



Included in appendix



Vocabulary Stems Diagnostic



Included in appendix



Writing Diagnostic: Summary and Response AIMESWeb



See Article Summary Evaluation



Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI)



Oct



-Measures oral reading fluency. -Will be administered 2x per month. -Teachers are encouraged to give first assessments themselves to better understand students’ reading strengths, needs, and to set goals for individual students.



-Provides Lexile measure -Follow-up assessment to be given late 2nd semester



Freshman Writing Assessment



Nov Dec Jan



Freshman End-of-Course Assessment Written Article Summary Evaluation AIMESWeb



Feb Mar



Measures of Academic Progress (MAP)



April



PLAN



-Measures oral reading fluency. -Will be administered 2x per month. -Teachers are encouraged to give the middle assessment in January themselves to better understand students’ reading strengths, needs, and progress.



May



June



AIMESWeb



-Measures oral reading fluency. -Will be administered 2x per month. -Teachers are encouraged to give last (May/June) assessment themselves to better understand students’ reading progress over the year.



Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) Follow-Up



Provides Lexile measure Note: This may be administered anytime in late 2nd semester



Freshman End-of-Course Assessment



Ongoing Assessments Assessment



Notes



AIMESWeb



-



Administered 2x per month



MAZE



-



Administered 2x per month



Practice PLAN Reading passages



-



Administered during 3rd quarter



Additional Assessments Assessment



Notes



Independent Reading Inventory (IRI)



Only administered upon individual referral to reading specialist for further diagnostic testing



District 219 Writing Scoring Guide Writing Trait



4



3



2



1



Focus



A clear focus on the prompt is maintained throughout. The thesis (the major claim) is arguable and insightful.



Focus on the prompt is generally maintained. The thesis (the major claim) is arguable.



Focus on the prompt is often inconsistent and/or faulty. The thesis (the major claim) is vague or not arguable.



Focus on the prompt is lacking. The thesis (the major claim) is not present.



Effective, appropriate evidence is fully developed and specifically connected to the thesis using warrants. Full context (setup) is consistently provided for each piece of evidence.



Appropriate evidence is developed and connected to the thesis using warrants. Context (set-up) is generally provided for each piece of evidence.



Inappropriate, insufficient, or inconsistent evidence is somewhat developed, but generally not connected to the thesis or is connected to a faulty thesis. Some context (setup) is provided, but it is inappropriate or limited.



Little or no evidence is present. Context (set-up) and development are lacking.



Ideas are clearly and logically sequenced (C-E-W) throughout the essay and within paragraphs. Transitions are often seamless and guide the reader through the essay.



Most ideas are logically sequenced (C-E-W) throughout the essay and within paragraphs. Transitions are present, but may be simple.



Some organization is present but not logically sequenced (C-EW) throughout the essay and within paragraphs. Transitions may be obvious or infrequent.



There is little or no organization or logic. Transitions are rarely used.



Vocabulary and sentence structure are sophisticated and varied. Free of most errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics



Vocabulary and sentence structure are appropriate, and, at times, varied. May have some errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics but does not confuse the reader.



Vocabulary and sentence structure may be inappropriate and contain little variety. Contains errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics that may confuse the reader.



(x2)



Support and Elaboration (x4)



Organization (x2)



Language Facility/Conventions (x1)



Uses simple vocabulary and sentence structure. Contains errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics that often confuse the reader.



Article Summary Evaluation _____focus (topic sentence) ___identifies the article title and author (when known) ___contains the “big picture idea”/thesis of the whole article ___is clearly worded and easy to understand _____support/elaboration (body section) ___includes main ideas from each section of the article ___does NOT include small details ___contains accurate information from the article ___contains clearly worded sentences that are easy to understand _____organization ___summary paragraph starts with a topic sentence ___body section information is organized to reflect the article’s organization ___transition words and/or phrases effectively connect ideas _____conventions ___ correct capitalization and punctuation for the article title ___summary shows that the writer proofread and made error corrections (capital letters, spelling, punctuation, grammar) Feedback guide: 5= excellent 4=good 3=ok/still needs your attention 2= weak, needs your serious attention 1=very weak; see your teacher



Total points earned_____/50



Course Outlines Version 1 Unit



Text



Introduction



Procedures sheet



Instructional Focus/Reading Strategy



Diagnostic tests Reading & writing assessment & survey Introduce lit circle groups



Point tutors



Vocabulary stem study



50 stems per semester



Grammar: The Least You Should Know about English Master the Deck



Catch-it: Daily Oral Language in an ongoing story Note-taking skills



Introduce archetypes Introduce chaos vs. order



Poster assignment



“Ordeal by Checks”



Review story structure Prediction



“Sunday Afternoon”



Pre-reading skills Prediction



The Bully



Introduction to Annotation & Annotation assessment quiz Characterization Inference work Writing assignment



Non-fiction New York Times articles, Upfront Magazine (all year)



Independent reading practice Summary and response



Unit



Text



Instructional Focus/Reading Strategy



The Earth Belonged to Them All



Bible passages as literature



Annotation Episodic notes: visualization, summary & main idea work



“Four Ages”



Summary writing practice & revision



“The Veldt”



Inference activities Prediction



Golden Age songs



Listening activities Visualization Main idea focus



Seabiscuit film clip



Pre-reading and accessing prior knowledge



Dust bowl & Depression era non-fiction articles



Background information



Of Mice and Men



Annotation Visualization Characterization Inference activities Audio tape-listening activities Paired reading Introduction to claims Persuasive writing assignment--emphasis on revision



Film: Of Mice and Men



Visualization & compare and contrast work



Unit



Text



Instructional Focus/Reading Strategy



God-Teacher/Models & Mentors



“Prometheus”



Unit introduction Theme work Main idea work



“Kid Nobody Could Handle”



Annotation Prediction



Freak the Mighty



Annotation Prediction Characterization Paired reading Theme work Literature circles with Point tutors Claim review, introduce using evidence in writing



Film choices: Finding Forrester, The Mighty



Writing: paragraphs on Godteacher qualities--emphasis on claim & evidence and revision



Outside reading project



Student choice literature circles Independent reading practice Work in small groups with Point tutors



Final “Antaeus” culminating essay CRT



Semester 2 Unit



Text



Instructional Focus/Reading Strategy



End of Childhood



Romeo and Juliet



Pre-reading and accessing background knowledge Introduction to dramatic & literary terms Creative mask assignment Newspaper article writing Reader’s theater activities Timeline & sequencing activities Summarization activities Persuasive writing Visualization and compare & contrast activities



Film: Shakespeare in the Classroom Film versions of Romeo and Juliet, Zefferelli and Luhrman



Independent Reading Project



Point tutors group work Reader response Timeline activity



Unit



Text



Instructional Focus/Reading Strategy



Cataracts of Heaven



“The Flood” (Greek and Bible)



Introduction to theme Annotation



“It is Almost the Year Two Thousand”



Imagery Theme



“A Hard Rain’s a Gonna Fall”



Imagery Theme Listening skills (audio)



A Soldier’s Heart



Annotation High order level questioning Large group discussion



Films: Outbreak, War Games



Visualization & connection to modern day/real world apocalypse Essay test



Unit



Text



Instructional Focus/Reading Strategy



Culminating Unit--End of Childhood revisted



Eyes on the Prize PBS documentary clips



Background knowledge Real world visualization



“One Friday Morning”



Pre-reading and accessing background knowledge Theme introduction



Poster project: What I Realized about My Childhood



Pre-reading Connections to “self” Oral presentation



To Kill a Mockingbird



Listening practice--audio tape Annotation Theme practice Characterization Inference practice Visualization Summarization practice Questioning Persuasive writing assignment



Film version: To Kill a Mockingbird



Visualization & compare and contrast activities



Emmet Till Trial



Connections to theme Connections to real world



Final To Kill a Mockingbird & End of Childhood archetype essay question CRT



Version 2 Q



Reading Focus



Writing Focus



Usage Focus



1



Curious Incident Of Mice and Men Short stories and essays



Narrative



Parts of speech



2



Hero’s Cycle text (?) News articles



Summary & response Persuasive (C.E.W.)



Parts of speech Subject/predicate



3



Poetry



Poetry Literary Terms



Parts of speech Subject/predicate Phrases/clauses



3



Romeo and Juliet



Persuasive (C.E.W.)



Parts of speech Subject/predicate Phrases/clauses Syntax patterns



4



Independent Reading Project



Persuasive (C.E.W.)



Parts of speech Subject/predicate Phrases/clauses Syntax patterns
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